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Date: 4/03/2022
Location: HCPD – T-04 Switchroom
Reference: I2070795
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------An electrician investigating why a camera system was down entered switchroom T-04 and immediately smelled burning and observed a large amount of smoke. NSW fire and rescue were contacted and the emergency 
shutdown procedure for the switchroom was enacted to isolate power and allow NSW fire and rescue to access the site. A GE CFS board located in the basement of the switchroom was found to be extensively 
damaged. Water from a transformer bund at ground level has seeped through the concrete and dripped onto the CFS board and then entered the busbar chamber resulting in phase to earth and phase to phase arc 
faults. The supply protection is limited to 800 A HRC fuses. By the time the 800amp fuses cleared the fault, the board was destroyed.

LV power distribution systems may include switchgear designed with limited electrical protection on the basis that integrity of the installation will prevent faults within particular zones. Incorrectly or inadequately 
maintained electrical installations and equipment can create situations or conditions which expose personnel to electric shock or arc blast; refer Electrical Safety Manual section 1.4.22. 

Emergency shutdown procedures must be available for all electrical stations. It is essential people understand how to enact these procedures and the duration to complete shutdown is considered when evaluating
other fire protection measures.

The front of the CFS board with holes 

melted in the cast steel side panels.
Two close ups of the holes melted 

in the side of the CFS board 

showing the internal busbar and 

how it had melted.  

Rear view of the CFS board and the extensive damage

The busbar chamber behind this cover

The top entry cable box 

where the water has entered 



Date: 4/03/2022
Location: Springhill - CPCM
Reference: I2070814
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A support post for a safety static line on an overhead crane fell 10 metres to the ground when it became entangled in electrical cables. The electrical cables had become dislodged, when the cable 

racking support system had failed due to corrosion.  A 4C+E 185mm2 cable was extensively damaged and five small orange circular cables were severed during the incident. The electrical protection

operated for all cables.

Incorrectly or inadequately maintained electrical installations and equipment can create unsafe situations or conditions.

The damaged 4C+E 185mm2 cable 

The damaged hanging cables on 

the west side of the building.

The support post for the static line 

on the ground

The cables on the east side hanging down 

from the roof trusses next to the overhead 

crane



Date: 4/03/2022
Location: Slab Caster
Reference: I2070583
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Cooler AA return water pump failed to start and the overload flag was in the trip position at the MCC. An inspection and meggering of the motor found no issue. However testing the motor supply 
cable found the red phase shorted to earth. The fault was located in the MCC cable launder, where the single insulated red phase core was damaged by rubbing against a Unistrut clamp supporting 
another cable.

As per Electrical Installation Manual all cables are to be adequately supported in a manner which does not effect other cables from rubbing or movement of the support mechanism.                       
Also as per Electrical Safety Manual section 1.4.22 regular inspection and maintenance of electrical installations is required to ensure the integrity of the installation is not impaired by interference, 
damage, wear or age.

A close up of the red phase conductor 

where it has rubbed on the Unistrut clamp 

and caused the earth fault.

The motor cables inside the cable launder



Date: 10/03/2022
Location: Ore Preparation
Reference: I2072659
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The supply cable to 42C Tripper was observed to be under extreme tension and very tight as it came onto the tripper. Closer inspection found a multicore cable has been pulled so hard it has come 

out of the cable gland at the bottom of the panel leaving single insulated cores hard up against the metal gland plate hole. Three core were damaged with exposed conductors evident. An 

investigation into the root cause is still ongoing. It is believed when the tripper has travelled into the maintenance bay it may have long travelled too far for the installed cable length.

The cable pulled out of the protective Rhyno and the 

outer sheath damaged from rubbing while under tension

The supply cable with cable gland pulled from the j-box and 

the single insulated cores on the sharp edge of the gland hole.

The cable in Rhyno pulled very tight

The damaged cores inside the control J-box



Date: 22/03/2022
Location: CRM
Reference: I2078542
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Electricians working on the Decarb and Paintline make-safe project to remove all redundant cabling have found two energised lighting circuits amongst the cables to be removed in unsafe conditions. 
One circuit has only single insulated building wire leaving a metal j-box in metal conduit then being run without mechanical protection amongst the other cabling. The building wire has been run 
through steel floor penetrations, under large supply cables and over sharp edges. The second circuit was a TPS cable in flexible conduit, where the flexible conduit has been partially cut along with 
the outer insulation of the TPS. Both circuits are RCD protected, and were energised when found and pose a hazard for electricians removing redundant cabling.

As per Electrical Safety Manual 1.4.19, when working with redundant cables precautions should be taken to identify the work site, isolate and verify all which is known, wear suitably rated gloves and 
the appropriate site decommissioning procedure should be followed.

The single insulated building wire run in metal conduit 

but then over sharp edges in metal floor penetrations 
The cut TPS cable in the flexible conduit



Date: 9/03/2022
Location: No.5 Blast Furnace
Reference: I2072376
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
An electrical group tasked with work on 24V dc solenoids placed 2 isolation locks on as per work 

order. When conducting TBYT at the work site 24V dc was found still on some of the solenoids. One 

electrician went back to the switchroom, referring to schematics found the missing power supply and 

confirmed this via phone by asking rest of work party to verify the isolation. As there was not suitable 

lockout equipment available this electrician placed a warning tag on the circuit breaker to prevent 

this 240V ac breaker from being turned on and this allowed the work party to commence work. The 

warning tag was discovered by the electrical team leader who questioned why this was not locked 

out correctly with locks. An investigation found the original work order did have 3 isolation points 

mentioned, however the work party did not read or follow the steps in the work order correctly.

Isolation procedures are critical to safe work and must be implemented correctly.

The circuit breaker with the warning 

tag attached.



Date: 22/03/2022
Location: Coke Making
Reference: I2078313
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A good news story about the correct use of Test Before You Touch. An electrician and a 4th year apprentice were investigating the loss of hot water in an office. After isolation using the local isolator 

adjacent to the water heater the terminal cover was removed. Conducting TBYT the 4th year apprentice found 240V on the terminals. The isolation was then moved upstream to the supply distribution 

board circuit breaker. An investigation of the switch mechanism of the local isolator has found it has failed in closed position.

This is a reminder TBYT is essential for all electricians every time you commence work. It is your last line of defence.

The standard IP56 style isolator used 

extensively at Port Kembla. The internal 

switch mechanism failed.



Date: 3/03/2022
Location: Slab Caster 
Reference: I2070009
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Investigating the loss of lighting in a basement hydraulic 

cellar an electrician has found the supply circuit breaker 

tripped. Lighting j-boxes were then opened looking for 

the fault. Rain water had found its way down into the 

cellar and into the conduits for the lighting. The result 

was a short circuit inside one of the conduit j-boxes. 

High IP rated j-boxes, fittings and outlets are required 

despite this being an indoor installation due to the harsh 

environment.

The blackened internals of the conduit j-box 

where water ingress has caused a short 

circuit.



Date: 3/03/2022
Location: BOS
Reference: I2069996
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Electricians noticed the transparent door of a circuit breaker sub-board to be slightly ajar. On closer inspection the lockout device screwed to the double pole RCD breaker was being pushed by the 

door. With the weight of the door the lockout device was contacting the breaker and holding it in the ‘ON’ position. Testing the breaker by pressing the RCD Test pushbutton confirmed the operation of 

the breaker however, the lockout device kept breaker in the ‘ON’ position. 

When fitting lockout devices to circuit breakers ensure the operation of the lockout device does not effect the operation of the circuit breaker.

Even with the sub-board door opened the 

lockout device is still holding the circuit 

breaker in the ‘ON’ position 

The sub-board as found with the door up 

against the lockout device and the lockout 

device contacting the circuit breaker.


